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Abstract

We study the effect of childbirth and its timing on female labour market outcomes in Italy. The impact on yearly labour earnings and participation is traced up to 21 years since school completion by estimating a factor analytic model with dynamic selection into treatments. We find that childbearing, especially the first delivery, negatively affects female labour supply. Women having their first child soon after school completion are able to catch up with childless women only after 12-15 years. The timing matters, with minimal negative consequences observed if the first child is delayed up to 7-9 years after exiting formal education.
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1 Introduction

When is the best time to have kids? This is a question that most women face at some point. Economic considerations play an important role, not only because children are an expensive endeavour, but also because the opportunity cost of career interruptions for women is often high. In the literature, the terms *motherhood penalty* and *motherhood pay gap* have been used to emphasise the monetary loss faced by women after giving birth, the amount of which may vary considerably across countries and groups of women, defined on the basis of education and race (Grimshaw and Rubery, 2015; Herr, 2016; Leung et al., 2016). To complicate matters, the opportunity cost of career interruptions may vary over the working life because, for example, the human capital may accumulate at a different pace over time and the employment protection and the consequent job stability typically increase with seniority. Postponed childbearing has thus been identified as a strategy to minimise losses after the childbirth (Miller, 2011; Troske and Voicu, 2013), which is coherent with an almost universally increasing age at first birth.\(^1\) However, while the delay of childbirth may help to contain the adverse labour market outcomes, it might also explain the reduction in total fertility rates, as a result of the declining probability of conception with age (Bratti and Tatsiramos, 2012).

Our paper adds to the debate on the best time to give birth, in terms of labour market outcomes, by answering the following research questions:

1. What is the causal impact of childbirth on female labour earnings and the number of days worked in a year?
2. How does it change over the lifetime?
3. Does the timing of birth matter?

The answers to these questions are of utmost importance for designing policies effective in reducing the labour market penalties induced by childbearing without compromising the total fertility rate, especially in the absence of supportive family-friendly policies (Bratti, 2015). We empirically investigate these issues by using an Italian dataset (AD-SILC) obtained by merging survey data and administrative archives. Italy is quite an interesting case study, since it has one of the lowest levels of both female employment and fertility, and the highest age at first birth in Europe.\(^2\)

\(^1\)In OECD, the age at first birth passed from 26.2 years old in 1995 to 29.0 in 2015 (Family Database: http://www.oecd.org/els/family/database.htm, Chart SF2.3.B).

\(^2\)In 2015 the employment rate for women aged 20-64 stood at 50.6% in Italy versus 64.3% in the EU-28 area. In the same year, the fertility rate in Italy was as low as 1.35, coupled with the highest ever age at first birth reaching 30.8 years old (Eurostat online database: http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database).
The contribution of our study to the existing literature is threefold. The first one is methodological and involves the identification strategy of the effect of childbearing and its timing on labour market outcomes. We set-up a factor analytic dynamic model (Carneiro et al., 2003; Heckman and Navarro, 2007): i) with multiple dynamic treatments (one for each childbirth); ii) in which women giving birth at different times differ in unobserved determinants jointly affecting fertility choices and labour market outcomes (dynamic selection); iii) where the impact of each childbirth varies with its timing. Our model is close to those proposed by Carneiro et al. (2003) and by Fruehwirth et al. (2016), and extends them in two different directions: compared to the former, we allow the unobserved factor determining the dynamic treatments and the outcomes to be time-varying; with respect to the latter, we consider that units can receive multiple dynamic treatments (more than one child). In this respect, our framework is close to that considered by Troske and Voicu (2013), who however studied the effect of the timing of childbirths only on labour market participation and whose identification strategy was largely based on parametric assumptions.

Nonparametric identification is achieved here by i) exploiting the loading factor structure of the unobserved determinants; ii) the longitudinal information in our data, which allows for the reconstruction of the complete fertility and working histories, thereby providing multiple observations over time of the endogenous variables; iii) measures of the latent factor which are free of selection into treatment (Carneiro et al., 2003), such as the employment experience before school completion and the number of siblings when the woman was 14 years old; and iv) treatment-specific overidentifying restrictions based on spacing between pregnancies and siblings-sex composition. In these respects, we improve upon the identification strategies so far adopted to quantify the effect of delaying childbirths (see Bratti, 2015, for an extensive review): we combine a rich longitudinal structure, which allows for a flexible specification of time-varying unobserved heterogeneity, with the treatment-specific exogenous variation, commonly used in quasi-experimental settings, and with pre-sample information on the labour market status and composition of the family of origin, as additional overidentifying measurements à la Carneiro et al.

Carneiro et al. (2003) study the impact of different schooling levels on future returns, whereas Fruehwirth et al. (2016) estimate how retention affects subsequent school performance. Differently from our model and Carneiro et al. (2003), Fruehwirth et al. (2016) also incorporate essential heterogeneity, i.e. they allowed the treatment effect to vary with the time-varying unobserved determinants.

Instrumental variables strategies using sibling-sex composition or biological fertility shocks for the timing of birth have been adopted by Angrist and Evans (1998), Miller (2011), and Karimi (2014). Fertility shocks include the occurrence of miscarriage, undesired pregnancies while using contraception, and longer time elapsed from first conception attempt to first birth. They have however been criticised for not being reliable enough. Wilde et al. (2010) suggest that background characteristics could be more appropriate for this purpose.
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3Carneiro et al. (2003) study the impact of different schooling levels on future returns, whereas Fruehwirth et al. (2016) estimate how retention affects subsequent school performance. Differently from our model and Carneiro et al. (2003), Fruehwirth et al. (2016) also incorporate essential heterogeneity, i.e. they allowed the treatment effect to vary with the time-varying unobserved determinants.

4Instrumental variables strategies using sibling-sex composition or biological fertility shocks for the timing of birth have been adopted by Angrist and Evans (1998), Miller (2011), and Karimi (2014). Fertility shocks include the occurrence of miscarriage, undesired pregnancies while using contraception, and longer time elapsed from first conception attempt to first birth. They have however been criticised for not being reliable enough. Wilde et al. (2010) suggest that background characteristics could be more appropriate for this purpose.
Second, we allow the effect of motherhood to vary over time and trace it for a longer period than what is typically done in the literature. Existing studies often stop at 5 years after childbirth (see e.g. Pacelli et al., 2013; Fitzenberger et al., 2013), and the motherhood penalty rarely disappears by that time. With our data, we are able to reconstruct working histories up to 21 years after school completion. We exploit this richness to identify not only the short and medium run effects, but also long run consequences of childbearing.

Third, the time profile of the impact of childbearing is allowed to vary according to its timing since school completion, which is taken as the starting point of fertility choices. In the empirical literature, an extra year of delay is typically assumed to affect linearly or log-linearly the labour market outcomes (see e.g. Miller, 2011; Bratti and Cavalli, 2014; Karimi, 2014; Herr, 2016). Instead, we assume that the impact of delaying childbirth could be non-linear over the time elapsed since school completion. This turns to be important for drawing policy implications.

Our findings suggest that childbearing, especially the first delivery, negatively affects female labour supply and that the effect is amplified if the birth occurs soon after school completion. It takes about 12-15 years for the gap in earnings between mothers and childless women to close. The adverse effects on yearly earnings and on the number of days at work in a year are minimised if the first child is delayed up to 7-9 years after exiting formal education.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides the literature review. Section 3 describes the data at hand and the sample of women used for the analysis. Section 4 explains the econometric model. Section 5 presents and comments on the estimation results. Section 6 concludes. A downloadable Online Appendix contains additional descriptive statistics, details on the estimation strategy, and the full set of estimation results.

2 Literature Review

There is a long tradition of studies on female labour supply and fertility. The two processes are often jointly modelled, in recognition of the fact that motherhood matters for female career choices and vice versa (Browning, 1992; Iacovou, 2001). Within this strand of literature, we are mainly interested in two specific blocks, focusing on the motherhood

---

5Our definition of the timing of birth with respect to the moment of school completion is similar to the definition with respect to the labour market entry analysed by Herr (2016) and used by Karimi (2014).

6Only 195 women in our sample had a kid before school completion. We removed them from the sample.

7See, among others, Killingsworth and Heckman (1986), and Blundell and MaCurdy (1999).
penalty and on the timing of birth.

From a theoretical standpoint, the impact of childbearing on earnings may have an unclear sign. On the one hand, motherhood can positively affect labour supply and earnings, if new mothers are willing to work more in order to face the extra costs entailed by raising children. On the other hand, women’s reservation wages may increase, especially if free childcare services are not available or limited, and, at the same time, both their degree of labour market attachment and human capital accumulation may decrease. Depressing effects on labour market performance can therefore be expected.\(^8\)

Empirical research suggests that the reasons behind losses in labour market outcomes include career break and downward occupational mobility (Bratti et al., 2005; Fitzenberger et al., 2013; Waldfogel, 1997; Herr, 2016), hazard reduction and transition to flexible work schedules (Felfe, 2012), as well as family-oriented career choices made both before and after becoming a mother (Adda et al., 2017). A non-negligible loss in wages/earnings and a reduction in the hours worked after childbirth were reported to be at place in many countries (Harkness and Waldfogel, 2003). The empirical evidence is vast for the US (Taniguchi, 1999; Miller, 2011; Herr, 2016), where the motherhood wage gap for women with a high-school diploma or a college degree was found to be about 10% per child (Anderson et al., 2002). More recently, Wilde et al. (2010) reported at least twice that loss. By using longitudinal data and individual fixed effects models to account for time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity, the estimated wage losses for the first child are reported to be of about 6% in the US and 9% in the UK (Waldfogel, 1998) and Spain (Fernández-Kranz et al., 2013).\(^9\) Evidence for Italy comes from Pacelli et al. (2013), who showed that three years after childbirth the wages of mothers who work full-time are still significantly lower than those of childless women by about 3%.

A further relevant policy question is: how long does the motherhood penalty last? Earlier studies argued that the wage losses are persistent (Waldfogel, 1997) while, more recently, they were found to be temporary. Still, it may take almost a decade for the wage gap between mothers and childless women to close (Datta Gupta and Smith, 2002; Lalive and Zweimüller, 2009; Fernández-Kranz et al., 2013). For Italy, Pacelli et al. (2013) conclude that there is no sign of the wage gap closing five years after childbirth. On the contrary, Rondinelli and Zizza (2011) argue that the effect of motherhood on female participation tends to be non-persistent once it is instrumented with infertility shocks data. This latter finding was supported by Michaud and Tatsiramos (2011) who, focusing on 7
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\(^8\)See Ermisch (1990) for a review of the theoretical models.

\(^9\)The above results seem to be less robust for studies focusing only on college-educated women. Amuedo-Dorantes and Kimmel (2005) finds that college-educated mothers might even experience wage boost as compared to college-educated childless women, mainly because of better job matches with more female-friendly firms.
European countries, showed that Italy and Spain exhibit relatively low direct birth effects on female employment. This was explained by reliance on family ties.

The theoretical research on fertility decisions has also focused on the timing of pregnancies. Life cycle models emphasise that an early childbirth increases the parents’ utility due to the longer life spent with the child. Having a child earlier can however generate higher costs or lower expected earnings: with an imperfect capital market, the opportunity costs of the time spent caring for children and the net direct expenditures may not be affordable at the beginning of the career (Hotz et al., 1997). Even in the case of a perfect capital market, motherhood generates costs for the time spent out of the labour market and for the loss of human capital, with both of these costs varying over the woman’s working life.

Theoretical models generate somehow ambiguous conclusions, depending on the variables that are assumed to be the main determinants of the optimal time for motherhood (see e.g. Cigno, 1983; Tomes, 1985; Cigno and Ermisch, 1989; Walker, 1995; Gustafsson, 2001). Among them, the female human capital before childbirth, the decay of job skills, the rate of return to human capital, and the length of the time spent out of the labour force play a major role. According to Gustafsson (2001), all these variables are positively linked with the postponement of pregnancy. Nevertheless, other factors can play an important role (Herr, 2016). The employment profile of inexperienced workers is typically intermittent, especially right after school completion, and the rate of human capital accumulation may be slow at the beginning of the career. If, instead, the accumulation of human capital is most intense at the initial stage of the career and employment protection increases with seniority, then a career interruption at the very beginning might turn out to be critical.

From an empirical perspective, an increasing number of studies is investigating how the timing of birth determines the amount of loss in future earnings and the way motherhood penalty changes over the lifetime. Dynamic life-cycle models (Adda et al., 2017) and the dynamic treatment approach by (Fitzenberger et al., 2013) confirm a strong and quite persistent negative effect of childbirth on earnings, but cannot define a clear-cut effect of the timing of birth. On the one hand, the delay makes it possible to reach a higher-wage career track. On the other hand, it may increase the probability of exiting the labour force (Frühwirth-Schnatter et al., 2016). Miller (2011) reports a substantial improvement in labour market outcomes if motherhood is delayed in the US: an increase in earnings by

---

10The growing amount of sociological literature also seeks to understand which factors drive an almost universal trend of postponed motherhood in developed countries. Mills et al. (2011) argue that the key reasons are: the rise of effective contraception methods, increases in female education and labour market participation, value changes, gender equity, partnership changes, housing conditions, economic uncertainty and the absence of supportive family policies.
9% per year of delay, in wages by 3%, and in working hours by 6%. Focusing on highly educated women in Sweden, Karimi (2014) finds instead that motherhood delay produces adverse career consequences: postponing motherhood has a significantly negative effect on both career earnings and the average career wage (15% and 5% loss, respectively). Apart from the fact that Swedish context is very different from the American one, the explanation offered to this contrasting finding is that spacing between several births gets more stringent with every delay. Looking only at the first birth, typically done by most of existing studies, might therefore not be enough. In order to understand how the effect of the first birth evolves over time one should consider the possibility of overlapping effects from subsequent births.

For Italy, Bratti and Cavalli (2014) found that delaying the first birth by one year increases labour market participation by 1.2 percentage points and working time by about half an hour per week. At the same time, they find no evidence that late motherhood prevents a worsening of new mothers’ job conditions.

3 Data and Sample

3.1 Sample Selection Criteria

The empirical analysis is based on the AD-SILC, which is obtained by matching two data sources: i) the IT-SILC database gathered from the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT); ii) the administrative data on labour market contracts from the National Social Insurance Agency (INPS). Since INPS manages social security, the database contains gross earnings and the number of working days for each working episode in each year for all the salaried employees. Furthermore, we matched the AD-SILC with the regional time series of unemployment, employment, and fertility rates from ISTAT, used as time-varying controls in our empirical analysis.

We mainly exploit the IT-SILC to rebuild fertility histories. We extract data on Italian women aged between 26 and 45 and interviewed in the 2005 and 2011 surveys. These two waves are the only ones with the ad hoc module on intergenerational transmission of poverty and disadvantages, and it provides information on the family situation when the respondents were 14 years old. We will exploit this predetermined information to model fertility decisions after school-leaving. We did not include in the analysis women younger than 26, because the module on intergenerational transmission was submitted only to individuals older than 25. We exclude from our sample women older than 45 in

order to reduce the risk of errors in rebuilding mothers’ childbearing history: the older the woman, the higher the risk of not assigning a child to her, simply because the child might have already left home.\textsuperscript{12} In order to have at least 3 years of labour market data between school departure and the IT-SILC interview, we further selected women who obtained their highest educational diploma before 2003 if interviewed in 2005, and before 2009 if interviewed in 2011.\textsuperscript{13} Since the regional time series of unemployment, employment, and fertility rates gathered from ISTAT and used as time-varying controls are available from 1977, we further limit the sample to those women who exited formal education after 1976. From the starting female sample of 50,673 units, these selection criteria\textsuperscript{14} reduced the sample size to 9,387 women for whom, thanks to the INPS administrative data, we rebuilt all their past labour market histories up to the moment in which they were interviewed for the IT-SILC. Table A.1 of the Online Appendix reports in detail the impact of each selection criterion on the sample size. It shows that 85\% of the removed observations is due to the age being lower than 26 or higher than 45 at the moment of the IT-SILC interview.

\subsection*{3.2 Descriptive Statistics}

The construction of the sample is such that only women who completed school more than 3 years before the IT-SILC interview were kept; we can therefore observe, for all the 9,387 women, their labour market outcomes at least up to 3 years after school completion. The number of women for whom we observe longer labour market histories is decreasing with the size of the time window after school completion. In our empirical

\textsuperscript{12}The imputation to each woman younger than 46 of her complete fertility history is likely to be measurement error free, because: i) the IT-SILC regards children of the household being educated away from home as household members and therefore interviews them; ii) in Italy children typically leave home very late, on average when older than 26 (Leopold, 2012); iii) according to Eurostat, Italy has the highest mean age of women at birth of first child (29 years in 1997 and 31 years in 2015).

\textsuperscript{13}For the 141 women interviewed both in 2005 and 2011, we only kept the 2011 data, since more recent and therefore richer in the construction of the fertility history.

\textsuperscript{14}For the sake of having a homogeneous sample and removing strange observations in terms of timing of education, we removed women younger than 13 or older than 32 at the time of their highest diploma (399 observations). We also removed women with more than 3 children at the time of the IT-SILC interview (96 units) or women who had children before completing education (195 women). In 67 cases, relevant data on parents and siblings were missing and observations were therefore removed. This IT-SILC sample was then merged with the INPS database. There were 628 women who were among the respondents of the IT-SILC survey, but they did not appear in the INPS database. This happens for example when a woman has never had a payroll employment position up to the moment of the IT-SILC interview. We deleted these 628 observations from the sample. 37 women were excluded from the database because they died during the period and 30 because of missing or inconsistent information, such starting date of the working period prior to the ending date, or daily earnings higher than \(\text{€400}\).
analysis, we look at the effect of childbearing on labour market outcomes until at most 21 years after school completion. The number of women for whom we can observe 21 years of labour market experience between school completion and the IT-SILC interview amounts to 3,596. Table 1 shows in detail the number of observations from 3 to 21 years after school completion grouped by periods of three years, together with some descriptive statistics concerning the main time invariant characteristics. Women that are observed for a longer period necessarily belong to older cohorts, are less educated on average, have a larger number of siblings, and are less likely to have been at work in the year before school completion. The sample observed 3 years after school completion has an average age at diploma of 18.8 years. Graph (a) of Figure A.2 in the Online Appendix provide more information on the distribution of age at diploma: 71.7% of the sample completed the school when 19 years old or younger, 90.5% when 25 or younger.

Table 1: Sample composition at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 years after school completion: Year of birth, age at diploma, education, number of siblings at 14, and employment 1 year before school completion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years after school completion</th>
<th>Number of women</th>
<th>Year of birth</th>
<th>Age at diploma</th>
<th>Primary education</th>
<th>Secondary education</th>
<th>Tertiary education</th>
<th>Number of siblings at 14</th>
<th>Employment 1 year before school exit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>9,387</td>
<td>1971.3</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>9,008</td>
<td>1971.0</td>
<td>18.48</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>8,228</td>
<td>1970.4</td>
<td>18.06</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>7,296</td>
<td>1969.7</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>6,148</td>
<td>1968.7</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 years</td>
<td>4,895</td>
<td>1967.8</td>
<td>16.77</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>3,596</td>
<td>1966.9</td>
<td>16.28</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Herr (2016) showed that an appropriate measure to determine the impact of the timing of childbearing on a labour market outcome is based on the “career timing”, rather than on the biological age: the most important factor in explaining how the timing of childbearing affects female wage profiles is indeed the level of work experience at the moment of the first birth. Hence, we define the timing as the time elapsed since school completion. The yearly labour earnings measure gross earned income from the labour market as a salaried employee, excluding maternal/parental leave benefits, as well as other types of transfers.

Table 2 shows summary statistics of the labour market outcomes and fertility variables from 3 to 21 years after school completion. The average number of kids per woman reaches the unity between 15 and 18 years after school completion. The labour earnings increase during the firsts 9 years and then remain stable.

Table 3 reports the mean gross labour earnings and the mean fraction of days spent in employment in a year by the number of kids from 3 to 21 years from school completion. The number of children is negatively correlated both to earnings and to the fraction of days
in employment, almost in each year after school completion. The earnings and labour force participation penalties seem however to be slowly declining over time. While 6 years after school completion, women with one child earn 23% less and work 15% less than childless women, 21 years after school completion these figures decline to 20% and 10%, respectively. Further descriptive statistics are displayed in Section A of the Online Appendix.

Table 2: Number of kids, yearly gross labour earnings, and fraction of days worked in a year evaluated at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 years after school completion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years after school completion</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Number of childbearings†</th>
<th>Yearly labour earnings (€)§</th>
<th>Fraction of days at work in a year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>9,387</td>
<td>0.075 0.287</td>
<td>9,642.42 9,742.48</td>
<td>0.441 0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>9,008</td>
<td>0.229 0.505</td>
<td>10,525.25 10,889.79</td>
<td>0.568 0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>8,228</td>
<td>0.454 0.696</td>
<td>11,941.37 11,740.24</td>
<td>0.619 0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>7,296</td>
<td>0.739 0.828</td>
<td>12,154.15 12,296.94</td>
<td>0.627 0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>6,148</td>
<td>0.998 0.903</td>
<td>12,070.04 12,438.80</td>
<td>0.626 0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 years</td>
<td>4,895</td>
<td>1.193 0.918</td>
<td>12,047.93 12,689.56</td>
<td>0.626 0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>3,596</td>
<td>1.332 0.926</td>
<td>12,012.06 12,565.84</td>
<td>0.626 0.465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

§ Yearly labour earnings are in 2014 prices and deflated by the ISTAT consumer price index.
† The timing of childbearing is equal to the timing of childbirths minus 9 months, in order to take into account in the econometric analysis that women could start reacting, and therefore being “treated”, before the delivery.

4 Econometric Model

4.1 General Framework

In order to evaluate the effect of childbearing on labour market outcomes, we consider a model with multiple treatments (one for each delivery), multiple time periods, and in which treatment effects are allowed to be heterogeneous according to the time in which a childbearing occurs since school completion. In this respect, our set-up is close to the models proposed by Carneiro et al. (2003) and employed by Fruehwirth et al. (2016).

Let \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) index a woman and \( t = 1, \ldots, T_i \) index the time elapsed since school completion. The observable time elapsed since school completion (\( T_i \)) differs across women, and depends on the time between the IT-SILC interview and the year of school completion. We denote by \( R^k_i \) the random variable indicating the duration between school completion and the time period in which the \( k \)-th childbearing occurs, with \( R^k_i \in \{ 1, \ldots, R, \infty \} \), and \( k = 1, \ldots, K \). In our dataset, we observe the year and quarter of each childbirth. We define the time of childbearing as the time of childbirth minus 9 months. We observe childbearing \( k \) in our time window if \( R^k_i \leq T_i \ \forall \ k \). We let \( R^k_i = \infty \)
Table 3: Yearly labour earnings and the fraction of days worked in a year evaluated at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 years after school completion by number of kids

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years after school completion</th>
<th>Number of childbearings(^1)</th>
<th>Frequency Absolute</th>
<th>Yearly labour earnings (€)(^2)</th>
<th>Fraction of days at work in a year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8,748</td>
<td>7,662.64</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>7,114.01</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5,196.04</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7,286</td>
<td>11,058.95</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,404</td>
<td>8,500.37</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>7,237.10</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5,401</td>
<td>13,148.26</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,986</td>
<td>9,856.94</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>9,112.88</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,559</td>
<td>14,372.73</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,226</td>
<td>10,564.46</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>1,511</td>
<td>9,270.44</td>
<td>0.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,266</td>
<td>14,824.28</td>
<td>0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,875</td>
<td>11,422.04</td>
<td>0.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>2,007</td>
<td>9,567.69</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,396</td>
<td>15,037.97</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>12,272.72</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>2,053</td>
<td>9,856.43</td>
<td>0.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>15,653.52</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>12,511.80</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 or 3</td>
<td>1,764</td>
<td>9,970.28</td>
<td>0.556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Yearly labour earnings are in 2014 prices and deflated by the ISTAT consumer price index.

\(^2\) The timing of childbirth is equal to the timing of childbirths minus 9 months, in order to take into account in the econometric analysis that women could start reacting, and therefore being “treated”, before the delivery.
for women who do not give birth for the $k$-th time before the end of the observed time window. Finally, since we retained in our sample only women who had at most three kids, $K$ is equal to 3.

Let our labour market outcomes of interest be denoted as $Y_{jt}^j$, $j = 1, \ldots, J$ and let us define a dummy variable $D_{ir}^k$, which is equal to 1 if woman $i$ is pregnant for the $k$-th time at time $r$, with $r = 1, \ldots, R$, and 0 if $R_{ir}^k = \infty$. To clarify the notation, consider the evaluation of the effect of a second childbearing occurring 6 years after school completion on labour earnings, denoted by $j = 1$, fifteen years after school completion: then the treatment dummy will be denoted as $D_{16}^2$ and the outcome $Y_{115}^1$, with $r$ and $t$ indexing the years after school completion.

We assume no anticipation of treatment, often referred to as the no anticipation assumption (Abbring and van den Berg, 2003). Therefore, we rule out the possibility that labour earnings and participation $t$ years after school completion might be affected by the event of a childbirth $t + 1$ years after school completion, conditioning on all prior information. Notice that this assumption is violated if women giving birth in $t + 1$ are already pregnant in $t$, as they may, for instance, take the maternity leave already in $t$ and act on their labour market participation. For this reason, we consider the treatment as starting not at the observed delivery date but 9 months earlier.\footnote{Women delivering in the first 3 quarters of year $t + 1$ are assigned to the treatment group in year $t$.}

For woman $i$, the observed labour market outcome $j$ at time $t$ can be written as

$$Y_{it}^j = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{r=1}^{\min\{t,R\}} \beta_{tr}^{jk} D_{ir}^k + \mu_t^j(X_{it}^j) + \epsilon_{it}^j,$$

where $\beta_{tr}^{jk}$ is the effect of receiving the $k$-th treatment at time $r$ on outcome $j$ at time $t$, $\mu_t^j$ is a function of observed covariates $X_{it}^j$, and $\epsilon_{it}^j$ collects the individual- and time-varying unobservables. Following the example above, the parameter of interest for the evaluation of the effect of a second childbearing occurring 6 years after school completion on labour earnings 15 years after school completion is $\beta_{15,6}^{1,2}$.

\footnote{The definition of our treatment dummies, and therefore of the timing of pregnancies, is based on the observed quarter and year of childbirth, which we anticipate by 9 months in order to approximate the conception date. By doing so, we avoid assigning to the control group at time $t$ those women who will deliver at time $t + 1$ but may have already changed their labour market behaviour in $t$ because they know they are pregnant. This way, we account for possible anticipated responses with respect to the observed year of childbirth. The drawback is that in the treated group at time $t$ there might be women who deliver in the first 9 months of year $t + 1$ but have yet to be affected by their pregnancy at time $t$ if, for example, they realise late they are pregnant or in cases of preterm births occurring in $t + 1$. This measurement error could generate a bias toward zero in the motherhood penalty. If so, our findings are to be interpreted as lower bounds in terms of motherhood penalties.}
The occurrence of childbearing $k$ at time $r$ after school completion is modelled as a function of a treatment-time specific index as follows

$$V^k_{ir} = \nu^k(Z^k_{i}) + u^k_{ir}$$

(2)

where $\nu^k$ is a function of observed covariates $Z^k_i$, which play a role in the decision of having a child in $r$, and $u^k_{ir}$ denotes the individual and treatment-time unobserved heterogeneity. Equation (2) is a reduced–form expression not including the labour market outcomes of interest in its observable component. Selection into treatment $k$ at time $r$ occurs according to the following rules:

$$D^1_{ir} = 1 \left( R^1_i = r | D^1_{ir'} = 0, r' < r \right)$$

(3)

$$D^k_{ir} = 1 \left( R^k_i = r | D^k_{ir'} = 0, D^{k-1}_{ir'} = 1, r' < r \right)$$

(4)

where $\mathbb{1}(\cdot)$ is the indicator function and $R^k_i = r$ whenever $r - 1 < V^k_{ir} \leq r$. Equation (3) is the selection into the treatment level $k = 1$, that is the first childbearing, which obviously may be taken by woman $i$ at time $r$ only if no other first pregnancies have occurred before $r$, at time $r' < r$. Equation (4) refers to following pregnancies after the first childbearing, which may only occur if woman $i$ has already given birth for the $k - 1$-th time ($D^{k-1}_{ir'} = 1$) and the $k$-th delivery has yet to occur at time $r$.

Because there are multiple treatments with different timings after school completion, a general formulation for the average effect at time $t$ of the $k$-th delivery occurring in $r$ versus the $k'$-th delivery in $r''$ can be written as

$$\text{ATE}_t^j[(k, r), (k', r'')] = E \left[ Y^j_t(k, r) - Y^j_t(k', r'') \right],$$

where $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$, $r \in \{1, \ldots, R, \infty\}$ with $r \leq t$, and $k < k' \Rightarrow r < r''$. We may let $r'' = \infty$ to evaluate the effect in $t$ of receiving treatment $k$ in $r$ versus not receiving treatment $k'$ at all. Notice that our framework falls between the model by Carneiro et al. (2003), who specify multiple treatments evaluated at different times, and the one in Fruehwirth et al. (2016), where only one treatment is considered and the effect of the timing of treatment $r$ is related to the outcome of interest over time $t$.

### 4.2 Identification

The identification of the treatment effect of a childbirth relies on properly accounting for unobserved, and possibly time-varying, heterogeneity across women that might affect the occurrence of a delivery and labour market outcomes at the same or at a later time. For
example, women with a high degree of labour market attachment may be less inclined to start a family right after leaving school and more disposed instead to make an effort on their job to pursue their career, resulting in better labour market performances. However, their degree of commitment might change over time, for instance if they get married or if, when ageing, they change their preferences about childbearing.

In order to account for selection on time-varying unobservables, we need to specify the joint distribution of the unobserved components determining the outcome, $\epsilon_{jt}$, with $t = 1, \ldots, T$ and $j = 1, \ldots, J$, in Equation (1) and the selection into treatment, $u_{kr}$ with $r = 1, \ldots, R$ and $k = 1, \ldots, K$, in Equation (2). Following the factor analytic dynamic model of Carneiro et al. (2003), we assume a factor structure in which the unobserved terms of both outcome and selection equations are composed of a latent trait called factor, representing the individual unobserved heterogeneity, and error terms that are conditionally independent given the factor. This type of structure greatly simplifies the problem of recovering the joint distribution of $\epsilon_{jt}$ and $u_{kr}$, by assigning to the latent factor the task of capturing all the cross-equation dependence.

We therefore rewrite the error terms in Equations (1) and (2) as

$$
\epsilon_{jt} = \alpha_{jt} \theta_{it} + \varepsilon_{jt} \tag{5}
$$

$$
u_{kr} = \lambda_{kr} \theta_{ir} + v_{ki}, \tag{6}
$$

where $\theta_{st}, s = t, r$ is the latent factor, collecting the unobserved differences across women that determine both the selection into treatments and the treatment effects. In this framework, unobserved heterogeneity is allowed to vary over time by means of both the factor distribution and a linear combination of the factor with time-varying coefficients, called factor loadings, denoted as $\alpha_{jt}, t = 1, \ldots, T$, and $\lambda_{kr}, r = 1, \ldots, R$ and $k = 1, \ldots, K$. The error terms $\varepsilon_{jt}$ and $v_{ki}$ are such that $E(\varepsilon_{jt}) = E(v_{kt}) = 0$, are independent of $\theta_{st}, s = t, r$, and mutually independent for all $j, t, k, r$; also $\varepsilon_{jt}$ is independent of $\varepsilon_{jt'}'$ for all $j \neq j'$ and $t \neq t''$, and $v_{ki}$ is independent of $v_{ki'}'$ for all $k \neq k'$.

The specification described in Equations (5) and (6) is a combination of the factor structures assumed by Carneiro et al. (2003) and Fruehwirth et al. (2016). Differently from their framework though, we assume that common unobservable traits are collected in a single factor rather then in a multidimensional set of latent variables. It is worth noting that the factor loadings in the treatment selection equations, $\lambda_{kr}$, vary according to the

---

17 See also Heckman and Navarro (2007), Fruehwirth et al. (2016), and Cockx et al. (2017).

18 While the identification results, recalled later in this section, would hold for our case with multiple factors as well (see Fruehwirth et al., 2016), this further extension would make the estimation of our model computationally intractable, given the high number of treatment and selection equations.
treatment timing \( r \), thereby allowing unobserved heterogeneity to determine the choice of having a child differently over time. However, we assume that unobserved heterogeneity cannot affect labour market outcomes at time \( t \) in a different manner according to the treatment timing \( r \). We do so by imposing the implicit constraint \( \alpha_{t}^{jk} = \alpha_{t}^{r}, \ r = 1, \ldots, R, \infty, \ k = 1, \ldots, K \), which rules out essential heterogeneity (Heckman et al., 2006).19

Because the factor structure here described represents a special case of that proposed by Carneiro et al. (2003) combined with the the dynamic structure assumed by Fruehwirth et al. (2016), their identification results related to the factor analysis can be invoked directly and specialised to fit the case of a single latent factor. In addition, Carneiro et al. (2003) point out that factor models are identified by arbitrary normalisations and suggest that a set of selection-free measurements reduces the degree of arbitrariness while providing greater interpretability. We adopt this strategy and rely on predetermined information to specify the additional measures

\[
M_{l}^{i} = \omega^{j}(S_{l}^{i}) + \xi_{l}^{i} \theta_{i1} + e_{l}^{i} \quad l = 1, 2, \tag{7}
\]

where \( M_{l}^{i} \) are information of woman \( i \) that are predetermined with respect to school completion and fertility choices. Specifically \( M_{1}^{i} \) is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the woman worked for at least one day in the year before the one of school completion. \( M_{2}^{i} \) is the number of siblings the woman had when she was 14 years old. The last two columns of Table 1 report the sample means of these two variables. Furthermore, \( \omega^{j} \) collects a linear combination of observed covariates \( S_{l}^{i} \), \( \xi_{l}^{i} \) is a factor loading and \( e_{l}^{i} \) is a zero-mean error term independent of \( S_{l}^{i} \) and \( \theta_{i1} \), which is taken at the first period. Both measures should be of help in pinning down the distribution of the factor \( \theta \), since \( M_{1}^{i} \) and \( M_{2}^{i} \) are likely to be determined by a series of unobserved characteristics, like labour force attachment and financial constraints for \( M_{1}^{i} \) and family background, genetics, and social values for \( M_{2}^{i} \), which in turn are possibly strong determinants of fertility choices and labour market participation.

The final objective is the nonparametric identification of the joint distribution (up to a scale normalisation) of the latent factor and error terms for each outcome \( j \), treatment \( k \) and time of treatment \( r \), that is the joint distribution of \( (\theta_{i1}, \ldots, \theta_{iT}), (\varepsilon_{1i1}, \ldots, \varepsilon_{1iT}), \psi_{1}, \) and \( (e_{1i1}, e_{1iT}) \), defined in Equations (5)-(7). In the following, we first discuss the identification strategy for a simplified factor structure where the latent trait in (5)-(7) is assumed to be time-constant, that is \( \theta_{is} = \theta_{i}, \ s = t, r \). The results for this restricted model are then used to derive the identification in the case of a time-varying latent factor.

19Fruehwirth et al. (2016) also specify time-varying factor loadings in the selection equations. In addition, they consider essential heterogeneity, differently from Carneiro et al. (2003).
4.2.1 Time-Constant Latent Factor

In order to illustrate the rationale of the identification strategy, we break down the identification discussion in three main steps.

The first step consists in identifying the joint distribution of \((\epsilon^i_j, u^k_{ir}, \vartheta_i)\), where \(\epsilon^i_j = (\epsilon^i_{j1}, \ldots, \epsilon^i_{jT})\), \(\vartheta_i = (\vartheta^l_{li}, \vartheta^r_{li})\), with \(\epsilon^i_j = \xi^i \theta_i + \epsilon^i_j\). Nonparametric identification of this distribution is obtained following Heckman and Smith (1998), once the conditions required for Theorems 1 and 2 by Carneiro et al. (2003) are satisfied. Most of these requirements are assumptions and regularity conditions that we assume to hold (see Heckman and Smith, 1998, for further details), while we discuss here the requirement of exclusion restrictions. In Carneiro et al. (2003), having a continuous variable that is included among the set of observed determinants of one outcome but excluded from the others is enough to satisfy a support condition necessary to prove the non-parametric identification.\(^{20}\) We therefore use in \(\nu^k(Z^k_i)\) and in \(\omega^l(S^l_i)\), in Equations (2) and (7), the employment rate, the unemployment rate, and the total fertility rate of the region and at the time the woman was born. These regional rates will also enter \(\mu^t_j(X^t_j)\), but measured at the time \(t\) in which the labour market performance is evaluated.\(^{21}\) Table 4 elucidates in detail the set of exclusions across equations. It is worthy to note that the sequentiality of the births gives rise to a set of exclusion restrictions that can be used to differentiate the set of covariates in the selection equations across \(k\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\nu^1_1(Z^1_i) &= \nu^1(Z_i), \\
\nu^1_2(Z^2_i) &= \nu^1(Z_i) + \gamma^2_R \bar{R}^1_i + \gamma^2_B B_i, \\
\nu^1_3(Z^3_i) &= \nu^1(Z_i) + \gamma^3_R \bar{R}^1_i + \gamma^3_R (\bar{R}^2_i - \bar{R}^1_i) + \gamma^3 S G_i,
\end{align*}
\]

(8)

where \(Z_i\) is a set of woman \(i\)’s characteristics listed in Table 4, \(\bar{R}^k_i\) is the realised time elapsed since school completion and the occurrence of the \(k\)-th childbearing, \(B_i\) is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the first delivery was a twin delivery, and \(G_i\) is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the first two children are of the same gender. We create these treatment-specific exclusion restrictions exploiting the fact that the \(k'\)-th delivery can occur only conditional on the \(k\)-th childbearing, with \(k' > k\).

The second step concerns the identification of the factor loadings. Once the joint distribution of \((\epsilon^i_j, u^k_{ir}, \vartheta_i)\) is identified, cross moments can be used to identify the factor loadings and, following Carneiro et al. (2003), we use the information provided by the

\(^{20}\) See Assumption A-3 in Carneiro et al. (2003) and its comment at page 378.

\(^{21}\) See Bhargava (1991) and Mroz and Savage (2006) for discussions on how the time-variation of exogenous variables helps to identify the causal impacts of endogenous variables in dynamic discrete time panel data models.
### Table 4: Observed covariates and exclusions across equations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection-free measurements</th>
<th>Termites</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labour market regressors included in outcome, treatment, and measurement variables equations</strong></td>
<td>Employment 1 year before school completion</td>
<td>Number of siblings at 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at school completion</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (primary, secondary, tertiary)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of time at work 1 year before school completion</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s age at delivery</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of siblings at 14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s highest education</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother at work at 14</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter of birth</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional unemployment rate at t</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional employment rate at t</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional fertility rate at t</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional unemployment rate at birth</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional employment rate at birth</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional fertility rate at birth</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twins in the 1st delivery</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing between 1st and 2nd delivery</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First 2 kids of the same gender</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT-SILC wave (2005 or 2011)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of birth</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical area at birth (5 areas)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical area at t (5 areas)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of observation</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators for timing to 1st delivery</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators for timing to 2nd delivery</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators for timing to 3rd delivery</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variance-covariance structure, assuming covariances are non-zero. In order to clarify the illustration, first consider the covariance between $\epsilon_{i1}$ and $u_{i1}^{1}$:

$$\text{cov}(\epsilon_{i1}^{1} u_{i1}^{1}) = \alpha_{1}^{1} \lambda_{1}^{1} V(\theta_{i}) = \lambda_{1}^{1} V(\theta_{i}), \quad (9)$$

where clearly a normalisation is needed and we take $\alpha_{1}^{1} = 1$. In order to identify the full structure of factor loadings in the outcome equations, we take the covariances between error terms of selection equation and outcome equations at subsequent times:

$$\text{cov}(\epsilon_{it}^{1} u_{i1}^{1}) = \alpha_{t} \lambda_{1}^{1} V(\theta_{i}), \quad t = 2, \ldots, T.$$  

Assuming $\lambda_{1}^{1} \neq 0$, the ratios

$$\frac{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{it}^{1} u_{i1}^{1})}{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{i1}^{1} u_{i1}^{1})} = \alpha_{t}^{1}, \quad t = 2, \ldots, T,$$

identify the factor loadings for the outcome equations. Then we can obtain $\lambda_{1}^{1}$ from any $\frac{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{it}^{1} u_{i1}^{1})}{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{i1}^{1} u_{i1}^{1})}$ and recover $V(\theta_{i})$ from Equation (9). In a similar manner, $\xi_{1}^{1}$ and $\xi_{2}^{1}$ in Equation (7) can also be recovered. Notice that the information on the variance of $\epsilon_{it}^{1}$ is left for the identification of $V(\epsilon_{it}^{1})$. It is straightforward to extend the strategy illustrated above.
to identify the factor loadings $\alpha_{jt}$, with $t, j > 1$, using the ratios $\frac{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{jt}^i, u_{it}^j)}{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{11}^i, u_{11}^i)}$, and $\lambda^k_r$, with $r, k > 1$, using the ratios $\frac{\text{cov}(u_{kt}^k, u_{it}^1)}{\text{cov}(\epsilon_{11}^i, u_{11}^i)}$.\(^{22}\)

With the identification of the joint distribution of $(\epsilon_{jt}^i, u_{it}^k, \vartheta_i)$ and of the factor loadings in hand, the third and final step consists in the nonparametric identification of the joint distribution of $(\theta_i, \epsilon_{ji}^i, v_{ki}^i, e_i)$, where $\epsilon_{ji}^i = (\epsilon_{i1}^j, \ldots, \epsilon_{iT}^j)$ and $e_i = (e_i^1, e_i^2)$. In order to illustrate the identification strategy rationale, consider a simple case where only one outcome is evaluated only in the first period $t = 1$, in which only the first childbearing, $k = 1$, can occur at the same time as the outcome evaluation, $r = t = 1$, and there are no measurements. The model described by Equations (1)-(2), (5)-(6), and (7) can be rewritten as

$$
Y_i = \beta D_i + \mu(X_i) + \epsilon_i \\
V_i = \nu(Z_i) + u_i,
$$

and the final objective is to nonparametrically identify the distributions of $\theta_i, \epsilon_i$, and $v_i$.

In order to prove this result, Carneiro et al. (2003) rely on the following identification theorem by Kotlarski (1967): suppose there are two noisy measurements of the random variable $\theta_i$, such that

$$
E_{i1} = \theta_i + \epsilon_{i}^* \\
E_{i2} = \theta_i + v_{i}^*,
$$

where $\epsilon_{i}^*$ and $v_{i}^*$ are measurement errors. If $\epsilon_{i}^*, v_{i}^*$, and $\theta_i$ are mutually independent, $E(\epsilon_{i}^*) = E(v_{i}^*) = 0$, and the characteristic functions of $\epsilon_{i}^*, v_{i}^*$, and $\theta_i$ are non-vanishing, then it is possible to recover the distributions of $\epsilon_{i}^*, v_{i}^*$, and $\theta_i$ from the joint distribution of $E_{i1}, E_{i2}$.\(^{23}\)

In order to apply the theorem by Kotlarski (1967), the joint distribution of $\epsilon_i, u_i$ and $\lambda$ have to be identified, while $\alpha$ has to be normalised to 1. Then we can rewrite

$$
\frac{\epsilon_i}{\lambda} = \frac{\theta_i + \epsilon_i}{\lambda} = \frac{\theta_i + v_{i}^*}{\lambda},
$$

where $v_{i}^* = \frac{\epsilon_{i}}{\lambda}$. Then applying Kotlarski’s theorem, the densities of $\theta_i, \epsilon_i$ and $v_{i}^*$ are

\(^{22}\)At least three equations are needed to identify both $\lambda_{11}^1$ and $V(\theta_i)$. Carneiro et al. (2003) indeed show that, with $L$ factors, at least $2L + 1$ measures are needed to identify the structure of factor loadings. In our model $L = 1$.

\(^{23}\)See also Evdokimov and White (2012) for more general conditions.
nonparametrically identified, where \( \varepsilon_i \) is equal to \( \varepsilon_i^* \) in Equation (10) and the density of \( v_i \) can also be identified since \( \lambda \) is known. The above result can be easily extended to the rest of the outcome, treatment, and measurement equations.

4.2.2 Time-Varying Latent Factor

The generalisation to a time-varying factor \( \theta_{is}, s = t, r \), requires the nonparametric identification of the joint distribution of the error terms for each outcome \( j, (\varepsilon_{i1}^j, \ldots, \varepsilon_{iT}^j) \), each treatment \( k, v_k^i \), each measure \( l, e_l^i \), along with the joint distribution of the vector \( \theta_i = (\theta_{i1}, \ldots, \theta_{iT}) \).

Let \( F_{it} = F(\theta_{it}, \varepsilon_{ij}^j, v_k^i) \) be the joint distribution of the unobservable random variables at time \( t \), with \( F_{i1} = F(\theta_{i1}, \varepsilon_{i1}^j, v_k^i, e_1^i, e_2^i) \), so that \( F_i = (F_{i1}, \ldots, F_{iT}) \) is the joint distribution to be identified. By sequential factorisation, \( F_i \) can be written as

\[
F_i = \prod_{t=2}^T F(\theta_{it}, \varepsilon_{ij}^j, v_k^i | F_{i(t-1)}) \times F_{i1},
\]

where \( F_{i(t-1)} = (F_{i1}, \ldots, F_{i(t-1)}) \). This formulation shows that the joint distribution \( F_i \) can be expressed as the product of distributions that are conditionally independent given past information. Therefore, once the distribution \( F_{i1} \) is identified, \( F_{i2} \) can be identified conditional on \( F_{i1} \), which is then known; iteratively, identification of \( F_{iT} \) conditional on \( F_{i(T-1)} \) is obtained. In this respect, our strategy is similar to the one adopted by Fruehwirth et al. (2016).

For a given \( t \), nonparametric identification of \( \theta_{it}, \varepsilon_{ij}^j, v_k^i \), conditional on \( F_{i(t-1)} \), can be derived by the same three steps illustrated in the previous section for the case of a time-constant latent factor. The only difference relates to the normalizations required for the identification of the factor loadings. Consider, for instance, the covariance between \( \varepsilon_{it}^1 \) and \( u_{1r}^1 \),

\[
\text{cov}(\varepsilon_{it}^1, u_{1r}^1) = \alpha_t^1 \lambda_r^1 V(\theta_{it}) = \lambda_r^1 V(\theta_{it}),
\]

where clearly the normalisation is \( \alpha_t^1 = 1 \) and it occurs at every \( t \). Then identification of the rest of the factor loadings is achieved in a similar way to that of a time-constant latent factor.\(^{24}\)

\(^{24}\)By assuming \( \lambda_r^1 \neq 0 \), the ratio \( \frac{\text{cov}(\varepsilon_{it}^1, u_{1r}^1)}{\text{cov}(\varepsilon_{it}^1, \varepsilon_{it}^1)} \) identifies \( \alpha_t^1 \), \( \frac{\text{cov}(\varepsilon_{it}^1, u_{1r}^1)}{\text{cov}(\varepsilon_{it}^1, \varepsilon_{it}^1)} \) identifies \( \lambda_r^1 \) and \( V(\theta_{it}) \) can be derived from Equation (12). Factor loadings for \( k \neq 1 \) can be identified using \( \frac{\text{cov}(u_{kr}^1, u_{1r}^1)}{\text{cov}(u_{kr}^1, \varepsilon_{it}^1)} \), and similarly for every \( r' \neq r \).
4.3 Estimation

The detailed discussion on the specifications of the outcome, selection, and measurement equations, and of the related distributional assumptions used to build the final likelihood function are discussed in Section B of the Online Appendix. In addition, it contains the description of the Maximum Likelihood estimation of the model parameters and the approaches for modelling the distribution of the latent factor $\theta_i$.

5 Estimation Results

The baseline model described in Section 4 was estimated under 4 different assumptions on the latent factor:

1. without unobserved heterogeneity;
2. with time-constant unobserved heterogeneity distributed as a mixture of 3 normals;
3. with time-constant latent factor with discrete distribution (10 support points);
4. with time-varying latent factor with discrete distribution (10 support points).

Table 5 reports some post-estimation statistics of these 4 models. When the presence of time-constant unobserved heterogeneity is accounted for, the log-likelihood value experiences a relevant increase. Approximating non-parametrically the distribution of the time-constant latent factor using either a mixture of 3 normals or a discrete distribution with 10 support points leads to very similar values of the log-likelihood. A Vuong (1989) test for non-nested models rejects the null hypothesis that the two models are equivalent in favour of the discrete distribution of the latent factor. The point estimates of the effects of interest are however very similar. When we take into account that the latent factor could be time-varying, there is a further important increase in the log-likelihood function and an improvement both in the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and in the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). In what follows, we present the estimation results only for the model with the time-varying latent factor, Model (4). The estimation results of the model without unobserved heterogeneity, Model (1), are reported in Section C of the Online Appendix, whereas the results for Models (2) and (3) are available upon request.

In what follows, subsections 5.1 and 5.2 show the impact of childbearing and its timing on yearly labour earnings and the yearly fraction of days spent in employment. In Section D of the Online Appendix, we report and comment on all the other estimation results (of selection-free measurement, fertility, and outcome equations) from the model with time-varying unobserved heterogeneity.
Table 5: Summary statistics of the estimated models under different assumptions on the unobserved heterogeneity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model without latent factor</td>
<td>Model with time-constant latent factor</td>
<td>Model with time-constant latent factor</td>
<td>Model with time-varying latent factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>9,387</td>
<td>9,387</td>
<td>9,387</td>
<td>9,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of parameters</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-likelihood</td>
<td>-135,752.6</td>
<td>-120,111.6</td>
<td>-120,063.9</td>
<td>-109,493.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIC</td>
<td>272,065.2</td>
<td>240,833.1</td>
<td>240,759.7</td>
<td>219,695.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>274,066.4</td>
<td>243,012.0</td>
<td>243,018.2</td>
<td>222,225.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of the latent factor</td>
<td>Mixture of 3 normals</td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of support points of the latent factor</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vuong statistic: Model (2) vs Model (3)</td>
<td>$z = -2.663$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 We computed an unadjusted Vuong (1989) test for non-nested models to determine whether the model with the mixture of 3 normals, Model (2), and the model with the discrete distribution (with 10 support points), Model (3), for the unobserved heterogeneity could be statistically rejected against the other. The test statistic $z$ equal to $-2.663$ means that we reject the null hypothesis that Models (2) and (3) are equivalent in favour of Model (3).

5.1 The Impact of Childbearing and Its Timing on Yearly Labour Earnings

Table 6 reports the estimated impact of childbearing and its timing on yearly labour earnings $t$ years after school completion, with $t = 3, 6, \ldots, 21$, when we control for time-varying unobserved heterogeneity. The reference individual is a woman who has not yet experienced the childbearing of corresponding childbearing $t$ years after school completion.

By comparing the impact on earnings of the first childbearing with the ones of subsequent childbirths, it emerges that the first childbearing generates the highest penalties, both in the short and in the long run. For example, a woman having the first child between 4 and 6 years since school completion experiences a significant decrease in yearly labour earnings by €2,622 in the 6th year and further by €2,131, €1,587, and €1,964, respectively 9, 12, and 15 years since school completion. Then, after persisting for about 9-12 years, the penalty in earnings disappears. The impact of the 2nd childbearing is relevant in the short run only and if it is delayed. For example, a woman having her second childbearing between 10 and 12 years after school completion faces a further significant penalty of about €1,005 in the 12th year after the school completion, but no longer-lasting impacts. Women having the second kid later than 12 years after school completion experience instead a slightly longer negative impact on earnings (at least 3

25 Relatively to the average earnings of childless women, the decrease is of 16.2%, 11.1%, and 13.2%, respectively 9, 12, and 15 years since school completion. See Table D.6 in the Online Appendix for all the effects of the first childbearing relatively to the average earnings of childless women at different times since school completion.
years longer). Understanding the impact of the third childbearing and its timing on earnings is more challenging since the identification is based on a much smaller number of observations. Although the point estimates indicate sometimes large negative effects of the third childbearing, the standard errors are wide and the estimated effects hardly show any significance. We therefore refrain from drawing conclusions based on them.

Table 6: Estimated coefficients of the impact of childbearing and its timing on yearly labour earnings ($E$) with time-varying unobserved heterogeneity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years since school completion</th>
<th>$t = 3$</th>
<th>$t = 6$</th>
<th>$t = 9$</th>
<th>$t = 12$</th>
<th>$t = 15$</th>
<th>$t = 18$</th>
<th>$t = 21$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r \in [0, 3]$</td>
<td>-1,834.03***</td>
<td>-2,122.24***</td>
<td>-2,559.26***</td>
<td>-2,604.19***</td>
<td>-2,331.42**</td>
<td>-1,080.35</td>
<td>-491.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(236.40)</td>
<td>(526.21)</td>
<td>(704.10)</td>
<td>(737.94)</td>
<td>(1,077.02)</td>
<td>(1,322.97)</td>
<td>(1,463.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r \in [4, 6]$</td>
<td>-2,621.51***</td>
<td>-2,130.72***</td>
<td>-1,586.62***</td>
<td>-1,963.94**</td>
<td>-1,256.14</td>
<td>-968.71</td>
<td>-750.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(271.99)</td>
<td>(496.23)</td>
<td>(555.28)</td>
<td>(800.61)</td>
<td>(996.71)</td>
<td>(1,162.72)</td>
<td>(1,162.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r \in [7, 9]$</td>
<td>-2,256.85***</td>
<td>-1,125.64***</td>
<td>-1,720.94***</td>
<td>-1,720.94***</td>
<td>-1,720.94***</td>
<td>-937.33</td>
<td>-1,256.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(350.09)</td>
<td>(414.92)</td>
<td>(634.58)</td>
<td>(787.18)</td>
<td>(903.92)</td>
<td>(903.92)</td>
<td>(903.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r \in [10, 12]$</td>
<td>-2,834.40***</td>
<td>-2,213.26***</td>
<td>-2,213.26***</td>
<td>-2,213.26***</td>
<td>-2,213.26***</td>
<td>-2,213.26***</td>
<td>-2,213.26***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(341.24)</td>
<td>(565.95)</td>
<td>(828.13)</td>
<td>(978.42)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(545.93)</td>
<td>(787.18)</td>
<td>(903.92)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(545.93)</td>
<td>(787.18)</td>
<td>(903.92)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
<td>(1,048.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r \in [19, 21]$</td>
<td>-5,596.38***</td>
<td>-5,596.38***</td>
<td>-3,927.33***</td>
<td>-3,927.33***</td>
<td>-3,927.33***</td>
<td>-3,927.33***</td>
<td>-3,927.33***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(892.47)</td>
<td>(1,048.34)</td>
<td>(1,048.34)</td>
<td>(1,048.34)</td>
<td>(1,048.34)</td>
<td>(1,048.34)</td>
<td>(1,048.34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: In bold the estimation results plotted in Graph (b) of Figure 1. *** Significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Figure 1 helps to visually quantify the magnitude and the duration of the impact of the first childbearing on labour earnings for births occurring at different times since school completion. Graph (a) of Figure 1 reports the results based on the model without unob-
served heterogeneity. Graph (b) of Figure 1 shows instead the results based on the model with time-varying unobserved heterogeneity. Three points are worth of mention by looking at Figure 1 and Table 6. First, if we do not control for unobservable traits jointly determining fertility choices and labour earnings, then the estimated impact of childbearing is downward biased. This result is compatible with the effect of omitted variables influencing fertility choices and labour earnings in opposite directions, such as a certain degree of labour market attachment, career orientation, family background, couple formation, and timing of marriage. In other words, if unobservables were not accounted for, the negative impact of childbearing on earnings would be overestimated because those women having one or more kids would have earned less, also in the counterfactual scenario without children.

Figure 1: The impact on labour earnings of the 1st childbearing 0-3, 4-6, or 7-9 years after school completion without unobserved heterogeneity (a) and with time-varying unobserved heterogeneity (b)

Notes: The vertical segments crossing the dots are 95% confidence intervals.

Second, Graph (b) of Figure 1 suggests that having the first child soon after school completion magnifies the negative effect on labour earnings: women conceiving the first-born 0-3 years after leaving school (similarly for 4-6 years) experience significant penalties at least up to 15 years since the diploma for at least, on average, 12-15 years after childbearing. Those conceiving the first child 7-9 years since school completion are instead able to catch up much faster with childless women by taking on average 6 years less. Their earning gap profile almost overlaps the profile of women giving birth immediately after school completion. Hence, women delaying the first child until the 7th-9th year after
school completion avoid the loss of earnings that women having a child soon after leaving school experience in the preceding years.

Third, delaying too much the first child generates a substantial loss of earnings, at least in the short and medium run. Table 6 shows indeed that women delivering the first child 13-15 years after school completion face penalties of €4,451, €2,623, and €2,618 in the 15th, 18th, and 21st year after school completion, respectively. Relatively to the average earnings of childless women, the decrease is of about 30.0%, 17.4%, and 16.7%. Women experiencing the first childbearing later than 15 years after school completion suffer earnings penalties of similar magnitudes. A way of quantifying the cumulative effect of the first childbearing over time can come from summing up the coefficients over \( t \). If we stick to the first 3 coefficients, that is about 6 to 9 years immediately after child birth, we get that women delivering the first kid 7-9 years since school completion face a cumulative penalty of €5,103,\(^{26}\) whereas for women having the first child 0-3 (13-15) years since school completion the penalty is €7,605 (€9,692).\(^{27}\) Hence, the penalty for women having the first child 7-9 years since school completion is 33% (47%) lower than that of women childbearing 0-3 (13-15) years since school completion.\(^{28}\) Since the negative impact from delaying too much is large in both absolute and relative terms,\(^{29}\) the large penalty cannot be explained by earnings that are higher in absolute value and therefore by a temporary absence from the labour market for maternal/parental leave being more costly in absolute terms. There might be however other explanations, like older women taking more time to recover from delivery, childbearing occurring in a key moment for the career progression, higher depreciation of human capital for women with larger work experience (Mincer and Ofek, 1982), or loss of most job skills because of the career interruption (Happel et al., 1984).

Summarising, the main findings about the impact of childbearing and its timing on yearly labour earnings are:

1. Women incur a sizeable and significant loss in labour earnings after childbearing.

2. Most of the negative effect and of its life-long duration come from the first childbearing, whilst further childbirths play a secondary and shorter-term role.

3. The timing of the first child matters. The loss in earnings caused by the first childbearing is minimised if it occurs between 7 and 9 years since school completion. Given that more than 70% of our sample exit education before they are 19 years old,

\[^{26}\]€5,103.43 = €2,256.85 + €1,125.64 + €1,720.94.

\[^{27}\]€7,605 = €1,834 + €3,212 + €2,559 and €9,692 = €4,451 + €2,623 + €2,618, respectively.

\[^{28}\]Figure D.1 in the Online Appendix displays these relative cumulative effects.

\[^{29}\]Table D.6 in the Online Appendix reports the effects of the first childbearing relatively to the average earnings of childless women at different times since school completion.
this means that the loss is minimised when they are between 26 and 28 years old. With respect to the previous literature on the effect of delaying the first childbirth (Miller, 2011; Karimi, 2014; Herr, 2016; Leung et al., 2016), we are indeed able to detect non-linearities in the impact of the timing of childbearing on earnings in the short and long run, thanks to the flexible specification of our dynamic treatment effect.

5.2 The Impact of Childbearing and Its Timing on the Yearly Fraction of Days Spent in Employment

Table 7 reports the point estimates of the impact of childbearing on the yearly fraction of days spent with a contract of salaried employment when we control for time-varying unobserved heterogeneity. The impact of the first childbearing on the fraction of time in employment for women childbearing soon after leaving school is not as long-lasting as the impact on earnings. Women conceiving the first-born 0 to 3 years after school completion spend a significantly lower fraction of time in employment than childless women: -8.1 p.p. six years after school completion. They however catch up soon with childless women. In the last year of observation, i.e. 21 years after school completion, they even spend more time in the labour market than childless women (+7.6 p.p. but not significant). A similar profile, but with a little longer-lasting negative effects, is also shown by women having their first-born from 4 to 6 years after school completion. Fitzenberger et al. (2013) found much larger negative effects for German new-mothers, ranging from 50 p.p. one year after the delivery to 20 p.p. five years after. There are at least two explanations for this quantitative difference. First, in our analysis we evaluate the impact on the fraction of days in a year covered by an employment contract, whereas Fitzenberger et al. (2013) look at whether the woman is at work. Their dependent variable is therefore more responsive to shocks and the point estimates are not directly comparable. Second, the maternity leave coverage is quite long (36 months of job-protected leave) in Germany and the detachment of new-mothers from the labour market induced by the childbirth could therefore be magnified.

When looking at the impact of the first child on the fraction of days spent in employment, an optimal timing to deliver the first child emerges. The reduction in the time spent in employment is of smaller size and shorter-lasting for women having the first child 7-9 years after school completion. Graph (b) of Figure 2 helps comparing the impact of the first childbearing for women delivering the first child 7-9 years after school completion with the one for women delivering the first child soon after their diploma. If women delay the first birth up to the 13th year or more after school completion, the penalties in terms
Table 7: Estimated coefficients of the impact of childbearing and its timing on yearly fraction of days spent in employment with time-varying unobserved heterogeneity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years since school completion</th>
<th>t = 3</th>
<th>t = 6</th>
<th>t = 9</th>
<th>t = 12</th>
<th>t = 15</th>
<th>t = 18</th>
<th>t = 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st childbearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0, 3]</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.081***</td>
<td>-0.053***</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4, 6]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.038***</td>
<td>-0.068***</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.055**</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7, 9]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.027**</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.063***</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10, 12]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.004***</td>
<td>-0.085***</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13, 15]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.095***</td>
<td>-0.083***</td>
<td>-0.085***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16, 18]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.085***</td>
<td>-0.129***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19, 21]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.089**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd childbearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1, 6]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>-0.059*</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.031)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7, 9]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.032*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td>-0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10, 12]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>-0.054**</td>
<td>-0.063*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13, 15]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.081***</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16, 18]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.102***</td>
<td>-0.110***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.026)</td>
<td>(0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19, 21]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.071*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd childbearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1, min(t, 12)]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
<td>-0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.050)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.063)</td>
<td>(0.078)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13, 15]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>-0.085</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16, min(t, 21)]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.079*</td>
<td>-0.106**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: In bold the estimation results plotted in Graph (b) of Figure 2. *** Significant at 1%; ** significant at 5%; * significant at 10%. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
Figure 2: The impact on the yearly fraction of days spent in employment of 1st childbearing 0-3, 4-6, or 10-12 years after school completion without unobserved heterogeneity (a) and with time-varying unobserved heterogeneity (b).

Notes: The vertical segments crossing the dots are 95% confidence intervals.

of labour market participation are, in the short and medium run, in line or even larger than those of women childbearing soon after school completion. Frühwirth-Schnatter et al. (2016) found something similar in terms of labour force participation for Austrian women who gave birth later in life. Moreover, our findings enrich the empirical evidence in Bratti and Cavalli (2014), who found that, in Italy, delaying the first birth increases the labour market participation of new mothers two years later. However, differently from us, Bratti and Cavalli (2014) did not study medium/long run effects and did not take into account that the impact of delaying the first child could be heterogeneous over the waiting time.

The second and third childbirths play a more distinctive role on the fraction of time spent in employment than they do on earnings, especially if they occur later in the career. A second childbearing 16-18 years after school completion significantly reduces the fraction of time spent in employment by 10.2 (11.0) p.p. in the 18th (21st) year after school completion. A third childbearing 16-18 years after school completion lowers the fraction of time spent in employment by 7.7 (10.6) p.p. in the 18th (21st) year after school completion. The magnitude of these effects are in line with those of previous studies. For example, Angrist and Evans (1998) found that the third child reduces the female employment probability by 9.2 p.p. in the US.

Summarising the main findings about the impact of childbearing and its timing on the
fraction of time spent in employment:

1. Childbearing significantly reduces the yearly fraction of time spent in employment, although the effect is shorter-lasting than the one for earnings.

2. The timing matters. The reduction in the time spent in employment caused by the first childbearing is smaller if it occurs between 7 and 9 years since school completion, meaning that the minimisation will occur around 26-28 years of age, given that most of the women in our sample are out of school by the time they are 19. The impact of the second and third child is instead lower if the delivery occurs in the first 9 years and 15 years since the diploma, respectively.

6 Conclusions

We studied the impact of childbearing on labour market outcomes for Italian women. We exploited AD-SILC, a dataset obtained by merging the administrative archives with survey data. We set up an econometric model with multiple treatments (one for each childbearing), multiple time periods, and in which treatment effects are allowed to be heterogeneous according to the time in which a childbearing occurs since school completion. Compared to previous studies on the impact of fertility and its timing on labour market outcomes, our model was equipped to credibly deal with the fact that: i) women having children at different times after school completion might differ in unobservables jointly determining both fertility choices and labour market outcomes (dynamic selection); ii) it is policy relevant to identify, not only the short run effects, but also long run consequences of childbearing on female labour market outcomes; iii) the impact of delaying the childbearing could be non-linear over the elapsed time since school completion.

We find that childbearing has a negative and relevant impact on labour earnings and on the time spent in employment of Italian women. Most of the negative effect and of its life-long duration come from the first childbearing. Further childbirths play a role only in the short run. Thanks to the flexible specification of our dynamic treatment effect, we detect non-linearities in the impact of the timing of the first childbearing over the elapsed time since school completion. We find that the timing matters and penalties are minimised if the first childbearing occurs between 7 and 9 years since school completion, corresponding to 26-28 years of age for most of our sample.

The negative and relevant impact on labour market outcomes calls for policy interventions aimed at weakening the work-family conflict implied by childbearings. Since it is especially the first child that generates negative effects and they are particularly long-lasting for women delivering soon after school completion, policies aimed at enlarging
the access to affordable child care services and at increasing employment protection and stability for new labour market entrants would be desirable. Because of the larger employment instability and lower earnings, new labour market entrants are indeed more likely to be financially constrained and less likely to afford child care. This is a relevant concern in Italy for at least two reasons. First, the supply of public and inexpensive child care services is extremely limited, in terms of both number of children and hours per child (Del Boca, 2002). In order to promote the supply of child care services, the Italian government started in 2007 a 1 billion Euro program – called Piano straordinario triennale, co-sponsored by local governments (Regions) – to subsidise public and private daycare centres and other child care services (Gennari, 2013; Istituto degli Innocenti, 2014). Whether this program has been effective in improving the availability of public child care services is yet to be assessed and left for future research. Second, from the end of the 1990s until the beginning of the 2000s, the employment protection of new labour market entrants has largely decreased, as a consequence of a series of labour market reforms introducing different types of temporary contracts. Although the 2015 labour market reforms were aimed at recovering the open-ended contract as the benchmark form of job relation, the use of temporary jobs among young people is nowadays still quite larger than it was in the past.30

Bratti and Cavalli (2014) found that delaying the first child raises the female labour supply both at the extensive and the intensive margins in Italy. On this basis, they concluded that “tempo policies” aimed at reducing the age at first birth to increase fertility may have negative effects on female labour supply. In our study we showed that the impact of delaying the first child is not homogeneous over the elapsed time since school-completion and the negative consequences are larger if the first childbirth occurs either too early or too late. Hence if “tempo policies” are tailored on the elapsed time since school completion, they can still be effective in increasing fertility without compromising the labour market outcomes for women. For example, if policies aimed at reducing the age of first birth to increase fertility targeted women who left school since more than a decade, they would also generate positive aggregate effects on female labour supply and earnings.

30The fraction of employees from 15 to 24 years of age with a temporary position was equal to 56% in 2016, whilst it was 35.2% in 2006 ( Eurostat, annual results of the Labour Force Survey, http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/lfs/data/database).
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